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Abstract
Multiphase media have very complex structure and evolution. Accurate numerical simulations are necessary to
make advances in our understanding of this rich physics. Because simulations can capture both the linear and
nonlinear evolution of perturbations with a relatively wide range of sizes, it is important to thoroughly understand
the stability of condensation and acoustic modes between the two extreme wavelength limits of isobaric and
isochoric instability as identiﬁed by Field. Partially motivated by a recent suggestion that large non-isobaric clouds
can “shatter” into tiny cloudlets, we revisit the linear theory to survey all possible regimes of thermal instability.
We uncover seven regimes in total, one of which allows three unstable condensation modes. Using the code
ATHENA++, we determine the numerical requirements to properly evolve small amplitude perturbations of the
entropy mode into the nonlinear regime. Our 1D numerical simulations demonstrate that for a typical AGN cooling
function, the nonlinear evolution of a single eigenmode in an isobarically unstable plasma involves increasingly
larger amplitude oscillations in cloud size, temperature, and density as the wavelength increases. Such oscillations
are the hallmark behavior of non-isobaric multiphase gas dynamics and may be observable as correlations between
changes in brightness and the associated periodic redshifts and blueshifts in systems that can be spatially resolved.
Intriguingly, we discuss regimes and derive characteristic cloud sizes for which the saturation process giving rise to
these oscillations can be so energetic that the cloud may indeed break apart. However, we dub this process
“splattering” instead of “shattering,” as it is a different fragmentation mechanism that is triggered when the cloud
suddenly “lands” on the stable cold branch of the equilibrium curve.
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1. Introduction
The concept of thermal instability (TI) originated through an
analysis of the heat equation by Parker (1953), who envisioned
a runaway scenario that would uniformly cool the plasma. The
notion of condensations—cold gas forming within a hotter
background medium—was introduced by Zanstra (1955), who
emphasized the tendency for such two-phase media to maintain
pressure equilibrium. The various instability criteria for TI were
ﬁrst derived by Field (1965) in a landmark paper.
In the ensuing half century, it has become clear that
condensation phenomena in very diverse astrophysical envir-
onments may be due to TI. For example, ALMA observations
have provided strong evidence that TI operates in the central
regions of cool-core clusters and within brightest cluster
galaxies and brightest group galaxies (e.g., David et al. 2014;
McNamara et al. 2014; Russell et al. 2014, 2016; Voit et al.
2015; Tremblay et al. 2016; Vantyghem et al. 2016; Pulido
et al. 2018; Temi et al. 2018), as molecular gas must co-exist
with the hot virialized plasma temperatures of the intracluster
medium (ICM) or intergroup medium. The relatively low
temperature (T∼104 K) gas recently inferred to be present in
the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies is likely also
due to TI (Stocke et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2013; Stern et al.
2016; see Tumlinson et al. 2017 for a review). On smaller
scales, TI is the core idea behind the earliest two- and three-
phase models of the ISM (Field et al. 1969; McKee &
Ostriker 1977; for a review, see Cox 2005), and it is still a key
element in star formation studies (e.g., Kim et al. 2013; Kim &
Ostriker 2015) and models of interstellar turbulence (e.g.,
Brandenburg & Nordlund 2011; Choi & Stone 2012; Iwasaki
& Inutsuka 2014; Kritsuk et al. 2017). It has been shown that
TI is the mechanism leading to multiphase accretion ﬂows in
simulations of generalized Bondi accretion that include heating
and cooling processes (Barai et al. 2012); Gaspari et al. (2012)
christened this mechanism “cold chaotic accretion”, or CCA.
Clumpy winds, which can be considered the outﬂowing
counterpart to CCA, may explain much of the phenomenology
associated with active galactic nuclei (AGNs; e.g., Elvis 2017;
see also Kurosawa & Proga 2009). The original application
discussed by Parker (1953), namely solar prominences,
continue to be modeled as condensation processes using, for
example, 3D magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations of TI
(e.g., Xia et al. 2014; Xia & Keppens 2016).
Considering how widespread the applications are, it is
important to fully understand how TI operates. Field himself
discussed, both qualitatively and quantitatively, several exten-
sions to the basic linear theory to account for the effects of
rotation, expansion, density stratiﬁcation, and anisotropic
conduction in ideal MHD (Field 1965). Subsequent analytic
work has focused on extending the theory of TI to account for
additional physics including buoyancy effects accompanying
gravity in both dynamic ﬂows (Balbus & Soker 1989) and
stratiﬁed plasmas (e.g., Defouw 1970; Balbus 1986; Malagoli
et al. 1987; Binney et al. 2009); MHD effects in ideal (e.g.,
Hennebelle & Passot 2006), non-ideal (Heyvaerts 1974;
Shadmehri et al. 2010), and partially ionized plasmas (Stiele
et al. 2006; Fukue & Kamaya 2007); self-gravity (e.g., Gomez-
Pelaez & Moreno-Insertis 2002); and variable chemical
composition (which leads to the chemothermal instability;
Yoneyama 1972; Sabano & Yoshii 1977). Further extensions
to TI are summarized by Nekrasov (2011).
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Early numerical studies were focused on understanding the
nonlinear regime of basic TI, especially in the context of ISM
turbulence (e.g., Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2000; Kritsuk &
Norman 2002; Koyama & Inutsuka 2004; Piontek &
Ostriker 2004; Audit & Hennebelle 2005; Gazol et al. 2005;
Piontek & Ostriker 2005; Brandenburg et al. 2007). Recently,
numerical simulations have been performed to investigate the
nonlinear effects of buoyancy in dynamic ﬂows (e.g.,
Mościbrodzka & Proga 2013) and stratiﬁed plasmas (e.g.,
McCourt et al. 2012; Sharma et al. 2012; Li & Bryan 2014;
Meece et al. 2015; Prasad et al. 2015). Only a few studies have
included radiation forces (Proga & Waters 2015; Waters &
Proga 2016) or magnetic ﬁelds (e.g., Piontek & Ostriker
2004, 2005; Sharma et al. 2010; Choi & Stone 2012; Wagh
et al. 2014; Ji et al. 2018), physics that will likely prove
essential for building realistic models of the multiphase
environments in AGNs and the CGM.
This study, in contrast, is aimed at understanding a largely
unexplored aspect of basic TI, namely the long-wavelength
regime. In a plasma that is stable isochorically but unstable
isobarically, only the entropy mode can condensate. Large
thermally unstable perturbations have commonly been assumed
to evolve in an isochoric fashion (e.g., Burkert & Lin 2000),
regardless of the stability criterion being satisﬁed. There is a
need, therefore, to study the behavior of this entropy mode at
ever larger wavelengths. We perform hydrodynamical simula-
tions to reveal the nonlinear dynamics of the entropy mode as it
gradually changes from behaving isobarically to undergoing
large changes in pressure.
While it is known that isochoric instability is difﬁcult to
trigger for realistic astrophysical cooling functions (e.g.,
Balbus 1995), there are circumstances in which it can occur,
for example, when there is a deﬁcit of soft X-rays in
photoionized plasmas (see, e.g., Figure 24 of Kallman &
McCray 1982). Such a deﬁcit shows up as regions of negative
slope on the S-curves in the xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane, also found
by Dyda et al. (2017; we deﬁne ξ in Section 3). This occurrence
is indicative of a doubly unstable regime in which the plasma
satisﬁes both the isobaric and isochoric instability criteria (see
Section 3.3).
It is of interest to examine the implications of forming clouds
from large wavelength perturbations, in part to investigate the
“shattering” mechanism proposed by McCourt et al. (2018;
hereafter M+18). By drawing an analogy with gravitational
fragmentation, M+18 hypothesized that non-isobaric clouds
will restore pressure balance by fragmenting into very small-
scale cloudlets. We demonstrate using 1D simulations that
pressure equilibrium is instead regained by way of damped
oscillations, even for very large wavelength perturbations,
although we have identiﬁed a numerical effect that can be
mistaken for shattering (see Section 5). Nevertheless, we do
ﬁnd that thermally unstable plasmas can be prone to a
fragmentation process, albeit one quite different from shatter-
ing. This new mechanism, which we call “splattering,” arises
because the saturation of TI is a sudden process in which the
velocity of the condensating gas must reverse directions upon
“landing” on the cold phase of the S-curve. The velocity of gas
feeding the condensation mode can, according to linear theory,
exceed the sound speed at the end of the linear regime, so the
cloud can fragment once the pressure of the reversed gas
exceeds that of the conﬁning gas.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we point out
that there may be thermally unstable environments where
isobaric clouds cannot even form in the ﬁrst place. In Section 3
we use linear theory to categorize the possible regimes of TI. In
Section 4 we describe the results of 1D simulations designed to
probe the nonlinear evolution of large wavelength entropy
modes. In Section 5 we discuss the various regimes of TI
uncovered, identifying which ones can lead to fragmentation,
and we compare our 1D cloud sizes with the characteristic
length scales appearing in the non-isobaric regime. Finally, in
Section 6 we summarize our results and note their observa-
tional implications. In a companion paper (Waters &
Proga 2019), we present an application of non-isobaric gas
dynamics, addressing how clouds of different sizes interact.
2. Basic Considerations
One of the reasons there has been so much focus on the
isobaric regime of TI is that the growth rate of the entropy
mode is inversely proportional to wavelength. That is,
intuitively, one would expect the fastest growing modes to be
the most relevant in studies of multiphase gas dynamics.
However, it is yet to be determined if the dominance of fast-
growing modes lasts beyond the initial linear growth phase.
Nonlinear investigations are required to follow the evolution of
multiphase gas with perturbations of various sizes to address
questions such as whether the fastest forming clouds are
actually those that survive the longest.
To quantify matters, consider the basic length scales of the
problem. Thermally unstable gas can condensate into clouds
provided the perturbation wavelengths λ are sufﬁciently larger
than the Field length (Begelman & McKee 1990), deﬁned as
l p krº L
T
2 , 1F
0
( )
where κ is the thermal conductivity, ρ and T are the mass
density and temperature of the plasma, and Λ is the net cooling
rate (deﬁned in Section 3). The subscript “0” here and
elsewhere denotes a quantity evaluated in the background
equilibrium state, i.e., for the unstable plasma out of which
clouds condense. Preexisting clouds with characteristic dimen-
sions dc smaller than λF undergo classical evaporation (Cowie
& McKee 1977; Balbus 1985), while short-wavelength
perturbations (λλF) are stabilized by thermal conduction
(Field 1965). Isobaric TI applies to perturbations on the order
of a thermal length, λth, the distance sound waves propagate in
a cooling time (e.g., Inoue & Omukai 2015):
l º c t , 2sth cool 0( ) ( )
where g=c k T ms B ¯ (with m¯ the mean particle mass) is the
adiabatic sound speed and º Ltcool is the timescale for gas
to lose its thermal energy, = c Tv .
In certain environments such as AGNs, the isobaric regime
is accompanied by cloud acceleration in the nonlinear
phase of TI because the radiation ﬁeld is highly anisotropic
(Proga & Waters 2015, hereafter PW15). This is due to the
dramatic increases in bound-bound and bound-free opacity as
2
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the cloud forms. For our ﬁducial parameters in PW15, we
found λF=0.19 λth. The motivation for the present work is
the following consideration: in gas with λthλF, perturba-
tions that could form isobaric clouds are stabilized by
conduction and therefore cannot condensate, implying that
any clouds in such systems are non-isobaric. Are the cooling
rates that permit λth<λF unrealistic?
A typical value for the cooling rate in both AGNs and the
CGM is L=10−23 erg cm3 s−1 (e.g., Kallman & McCray 1982;
Sutherland & Dopita 1993). The cooling term ρΛ in Equation (1)
has units erg cm−3 s−1 and is related to L as ρΛ=nenHL.
3
Expressing Λ in terms of L cancels the explicit density
dependence of the ratio λth/λF, leaving only an implicit
dependence through the function L itself. Further expressing
the conductivity as κ(T)=χT5/2, with χ=1.84×
10−5/lnΛC erg s
−1 K−1 cm−1 (the Spitzer value for a fully
ionized plasma used by Cowie & McKee 1977) gives
l
l g
m m
m= -
L - -T L3.7
1
ln
20
, 3
F
Cth e H
3
1 2
5
1 4
23
1 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
where ln ΛC is the Coulomb logarithm, T5=T/10
5 K, and
L23=L/10
−23 erg cm3 s−1. For a plasma of solar abundances,
μ=0.62, μH=1.43, and μe=1.18, and we ﬁnd l l =Fth
- -T L14.8 5
1 4
23
1 2 when γ=5/3 and L =ln 20C . Thus, for
these values, the bound for isobaric clouds to not exist,
λth<λF, is equivalent to
´ - - -L T2 10 erg cm s . 421 5 1 2 3 1 ( )
Such rates are not unrealistic in collisionally ionized environ-
ments with at least solar metallicities (see, e.g., Figure 8 from
Sutherland & Dopita 1993). However, in photoionized gas, this
threshold is typically never reached unless number densities
exceed 1012 cm−3 (see, e.g., Figure 2 of Nakayama &
Masai 2001; see also Gnedin & Hollon 2012). For example,
Mehdipour et al. (2016), in a paper comparing three popular
photoionization codes (CLOUDY, XSTAR, and SPEX) for various
spectral energy distributions, found that the cooling rate never
exceeds L=10−22 erg cm3 s−1 for ionization parameters
observed in AGN (see their Figure 5).
While the above calculation reveals that the Field length is
always smaller than the wavelength of isobaric perturbations
in the photoionized environments of AGNs, it has none-
theless been found that isobaric clouds are highly prone to
evaporation as they get disrupted. This occurs, for example,
as a result of velocity shear driven by radiation forces in the
case of AGNs (PW15) or of wind-cloud interactions in
galactic outﬂows (e.g., Brüggen and Scannapieco 2016).
Large clouds (those with dc?λth), meanwhile, might
survive much longer because cloud destruction timescales
are typically proportional to the column density (Krolik et al.
1981).
Additionally, we have found that the long-term survival of
isobaric condensations in an AGN environment is due to the
continuous replenishment of multiphase gas because the
destruction of clouds ensures the presence of many perturba-
tions that can recondense (see Waters & Proga 2016). This
mechanism requires the plasma to remain isobarically unstable
at all times, while the conditions for TI are likely only triggered
during active phases of AGN duty cycles (e.g., Gaspari et al.
2012). Furthermore, they may only be met at a certain range of
radii for a limited period of time in dynamical environments
(e.g., Mościbrodzka & Proga 2013). In this case, it may be
necessary that large clouds can survive outside of the thermally
unstable regions in order to satisfy basic mass budget
constraints set by the strength of broad emission lines (e.g.,
Krolik 1999). Indeed, the CCA mechanism mentioned in
Section 1 advocates such a picture (see also Voit et al. 2017), as
more recently discussed by Gaspari & Saḑowski (2017), who
base their conclusions on kiloparsec-scale simulations of
galactic halos demonstrating the presence of large, long-lived
clouds (Gaspari et al. 2017; see also Gaspari 2015). Given
these considerations, non-isobaric TI may turn out to be more
relevant than initially suspected.
3. Linear Theory
While the results derived in this section are completely
general, we adopt particular heating and cooling functions
appropriate for high-temperature, photoionized environments
such as AGNs to support our analysis. By convention, an
ionization parameter is often used in place of pressure or
density when phase diagrams for such heating and cooling
rate functions are calculated. For completeness, we deﬁne
both the “density ionization parameter,” ξ≡4πFXμHmp/ρ,
where FX is the mean ﬂux capable of ionizing hydrogen, and
the “pressure ionization parameter,” Ξ≡(FX/c)/p, where c
is the speed of light and r=p k T mB ¯ is the gas pressure.
They are related as ξ=4π (μH/μ)c kBT Ξ and can thus be
used interchangeably. Note that Ξ is dimensionless, whereas
ξ has units of erg cm s−1.
For a given ξ and T, gas in radiative equilibrium—when
the cooling function Λ=Λ(ξ, T) is balanced by a heating
function, Γ(ξ, T)—deﬁnes an equilibrium contour on the
xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane where º L - G = 0. This is com-
monly denoted the S-curve (e.g., Lepp et al. 1985). The top
panels in Figure 1 show the net cooling function x=  T,( )
used in this work, which was originally calculated by Blondin
(1994). Every point on these S-curves (indeed, on the entire
(T, ξ) or (T, Ξ)-plane) yields a different dispersion relation for
TI, showing how the growth rate of the instability nR varies
with wavenumber, k=2π/λ. The right panels in Figure 1 are
plots of both nR and nR/k as a function of λ/λth for one speciﬁc
equilibrium location, marked by the blue dots on the S-curves.
3.1. Isobaric and Isochoric Regimes
The isochoric regime is commonly associated with the k=0
limit of TI, but Field (1965) showed that there are two separate
asymptotic limits. Generalizing Field’s cubic dispersion
relation to account for perturbations off of the S-curve (see
Appendix A), we arrive at
g+ + + =
r
n
n
k
N
t
n
k
n c
N
t
c 0, 5s s
2
cool
2
,0
2 p
cool
,0
2⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
3 That is, m m mL = -m nLe H p 1( ) , with m rº =m n mp ¯ , m rºm nH p H, andm rºm ne p e, where n n, e and nH denote the total particle, electron, and
hydrogen number densities. The symbol n will hereafter denote perturbation
growth/damping rates.
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where Nρ and Np are the dimensionless quantities
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Here, the subscripts indicate which thermodynamic variable is
held ﬁxed when measuring net cooling changes in response to
small increases in temperature. To obtain this dispersion
relation, which governs both the entropy mode and the two
acoustic modes, we assumed perturbations of the form
+ k xnt iexp( · ), where n=nR+inI is complex valued. We
refer to a given mode as being stable if nR<0, unstable if
nR>0 and nI=0, and overstable if nR>0 and ¹n 0I .
Note from Equation (5) that the k=0 limit differs
depending on whether or not n simultaneously approaches 0.
As shown by Field (1965), in this limit, either n or n/k
approaches a constant. To see this clearly, let us focus only on
the isobaric and isochoric condensation modes, which have
nI=0. Then deﬁning u≡nR/k, we can formally rewrite
Equation (5) as
= - ++
r
n
N
t
u R c
u c
, 7R
s
scool
2
,0
2
2
,0
2
( )
where we have deﬁned the ratio of the cooling rate derivatives,
gº rR
N
N
. 8
p ( )
We show below that critical values of this ratio distinguish the
various regimes of TI.
The isochoric k=0 limit is the one in which n constantR
because the isochoric instability criterion follows from the
 ¥u limit: nR>0 when Nρ<0, or (because λF/λ vanishes
in this limit)
¶
¶ <r

T
0. 9⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
In the limit where u constant as k 0, the large-
wavelength regime of the entropy mode is obtained instead.
Further taking n 0R yields the values =  -u c Rs,0 , the
positive value providing the asymptotic growth rate of the
entropy mode4
= -n k c R . 10R s,0 ( )
This growth rate was derived by Field (1965; see his
Equation (36)). However, he did not address the ambiguity
with this expression, namely that the isochoric criterion also
implies instability when Np>0 and Nρ<0. We address this
in Section 3.2, but emphasize here that the isobaric instability
criterion does in fact always determine the stability of the
entropy mode. This follows directly from Equation (7), but
seeing how ﬁrst requires insight into what u represents
physically.
The analytic solutions to the equations of hydrodynamics
describing the condensation process in the linear regime
Figure 1. The left two panels show the radiative equilibrium contours (S-curves) used in this work plotted against both the pressure and density ionization parameters,
Ξ and ξ, respectively. The dashed gray lines indicate a constant pressure slope in either plot; isobaric perturbations will evolve toward the stable hot and cold branches
that intersect these lines. All of our numerical results are calculated for the unstable locations marked with a blue dot. The right two panels show nR, the growth rate of
the entropy mode, as well as nR/k, as a function of perturbation wavelength λ=2π/k. The dashed portion of nR denotes negative values, illustrating how TI is
stabilized at short wavelengths comparable to the Field length (marked here with red lines). Field (1965) showed that in the k 0 (very large wavelength) limit of TI,
nR/k approaches a constant for the entropy mode, corresponding to growth rates tending to 0. The gray dashed lines in these plots are the asymptotic values of nR and
nR/k as given by Equation (10); R=−0.33 at the blue dot. The dotted vertical line marks λc≈22.3 λth, the wavelength at which acoustic modes transition into
condensation modes.
4 The negative value is interpreted in Section 3.2.
4
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of TI are5
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as derived in Appendix A (see Equation (62)), where
A≡δρ/ρ0 is a free parameter setting the initial density
amplitude. These solutions apply in the comoving frame of a
non-accelerating and initially homogeneous region. The mean-
ing of the quantity nR/k becomes clear upon considering the
end of the linear regime when the amplitude of the density
perturbation A en tR becomes on the order of unity. From the
velocity equation, we see that nR/k=u is the characteristic
inﬂow speed of gas feeding the condensation, while ρ0(nR/k)
2
is the pressure of the perturbation itself. In the isobaric regime,
condensations grow by way of very low inﬂow velocities,
nR/k=cs,0. Thus, we can set u=0 in Equation (7) and arrive
at the isobaric criterion for TI, Np<0 (by again demanding
nR>0). By the deﬁnition of Np, this is Balbus’ criterion for TI
(Balbus 1986), generalized to include the stabilizing effect of
thermal conduction at sufﬁciently small λ:6
l
l
¶
¶ < -
L T
T T
. 12F0
p
0
0
2
2
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⎤
⎦⎥
⎛
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⎞
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Note that for λF=0, this generalized isobaric criterion reduces
to Field’s original criterion for perturbations applied on the
S-curve (where = 0). It is important to include λF in this
regime, however, as the top right plot in Figure 1 shows. The
vertical red line marks the Field length, and nR changes sign in
its vicinity, the dashed portion of nR representing the
exponential decay rate.
We can ﬁnally establish that the isobaric instability criterion
also applies in the k 0 limit. Because the non-isobaric
regime is entered gradually as k decreases, the quantity u2 in
Equation (7) is always smaller than R cs,0
2∣ ∣ and only approaches
it asymptotically. Thus, nR is always positive provided R<0
(and Nρ>0), so the isobaric instability criterion, as given in
Equation (12), still governs the entropy mode at very large
wavelengths.
Let us now consider what the analytic solution in
Equation (11) reveals about the transition from isobaric to
non-isobaric TI. In the isobaric regime, we must have u=cs,0
to recover the known growth rate of the entropy mode,
g= - -n N tR p cool1( ) , from Equation (7). For consistency, there-
fore, it must be that gNp∣ ∣ is signiﬁcantly less than 1 for
l~ -k th1 according to our earlier discussion relating to
Equation (2). This is indeed the case for our cooling function,
as can be seen by comparing the plots on the right in Figure 1.
Note that the highest TI growth rates have nR/k<0.1cs,0, and
that the conduction term in Equation (6) is responsible for the
steep falloff in nR/k at smaller λ. As the non-isobaric regime is
gradually entered, the inﬂow velocity increases, but u/cs,0 is
never to exceed -R , the maximum Mach number that the
condensating gas can have by Equation (10). At the blue dot on
our S-curve, we ﬁnd n k c0.58R s,0, marked by the dashed
horizontal line in the plot of nR/k in Figure 1.
Last, consider isochoric TI, the regime in which n constantR
as k 0. Equation (11) shows that the velocity diverges as k−1, so
any linear regime evolution must have an amplitude small enough
that A e n kn t RR ( ) is subsonic; otherwise the evolution will be fully
nonlinear. Moreover, the solution for r x t,( ) shows that the density
cannot possibly remain constant unless the linear regime of
exponential density growth is very short lived. As Field (1965)
commented, isochoric evolution is inconsistent with the force
equation. We further point out that cloud formation in isochorically
unstable plasmas can proceed with condensation velocities
exceeding the local sound speed, and this nonlinear effect may
lead to fragmentation (see Section 5).
3.2. The Fast and Slow Isochoric Condensation Modes
Compressional, adiabatic hydrodynamics always has two
acoustic modes and one stationary entropy mode. The existence
of two (non-propagating) condensation modes with different
asymptotic properties, namely n constantR versus nR∝k ask 0, implies that the large-wavelength regime of TI is
accompanied by a rather extreme phenomenon: the loss of
large-wavelength sound waves. We show below that this
occurs beyond a critical wavelength whenever the plasma is
unstable by the isobaric or isochoric criteria alone, while it can
only occur over a limited range of wavelengths when the
plasma is unstable by both criteria.
We note that cubic dispersion relations alternatively admit
three real-valued solutions, hence the acoustic modes must turn
into two additional condensation modes at some critical
wavelength, denoted λc. To derive λc, note that Equation (5)
transitions from having one real and one complex-valued pair
of roots to all real roots when (see, e.g., Press et al. 1992)
l l- = - +r r rN k N k R N
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This leads to an equation quadratic in kc
2, giving the critical
wavelengths
l p l= -  -
r

-
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B
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Only one of the roots λ± is real valued when R<0, while both
are real when 0<R<1/9; positive R cases are examined in
Section 3.3. The critical wavelength λc is therefore uniquely
deﬁned as the real valued root when R<0. Because this
occurs at small kc, to a good approximation, we can drop the kc
4
term and arrive at7
l p l» -
rN
B R
2
. 16c th∣ ∣
( )
5 Here, the velocity v is deﬁned as v k k· , where = kk ∣ ∣.
6 This criterion was also obtained by Kim & Narayan (2003) using a
Lagrangian analysis.
7 This approximation also follows from Equation (14) (for the plus sign) when
4R/B2=1 and it breaks down before reaching B=0 because k is no longer
small. The precise values are λc=λ+ for < - » -R 1 3 2 3 3 0.05( ) and
λc=λ− for −0.05R0.
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The square root term is seen to be on the order of unity
everywhere along our S-curve. The vertical dotted lines in
Figure 1 mark λc, which evaluates to 22.3 λth at the blue dot on
our S-curve (where Nρ=0.69 and R=−0.33).
The two modes that are acoustic modes for λ<λc are
condensation modes subject to instability for λ>λc. They are
both stable when Np<0 and both unstable when Nρ<0, i.e.,
they obey the isochoric instability criterion. To see this, note
that Equation (10) implies that nR is positive whenever R<0,
regardless of whether R<0 because Np<0 or Nρ<0. When
R<0 due to isochoric instability (Nρ<0), the growth rate of
the entropy mode is negative by deﬁnition. It must be,
therefore, that Equation (10) gives the growth rate of one of the
other two condensation modes. We recall from Equation (7)
that there is a second solution in the n 0R , k 0 limit,
namely
= - -n k c R , 17R s,0 ( )
and this is the damping rate of the stable entropy mode. The
remaining asymptotic growth rate is nR=−Nρ/tcool, the
growth rate associated with the isochoric condensation mode
as identiﬁed by Field (1965). Because nR/k is a measure of
condensation velocity (see Section 3.1), it seems appropriate to
label the mode with nR/k=−k
−1Nρ/tcool the fast isochoric
mode and the other (with nR/k=constant) the slow isochoric
mode. By the same argument, these modes are stable when
R<0 as a result of the isobaric criterion (Np<0), with
damping rates given by nR=−Nρ/tcool and Equation (17).
3.3. Combined Instability: R>0 Cases
When R>0, the plasma is either thermally stable or
unstable by both the isochoric and isobaric criteria. In
Section 3.2 we showed that when R<0, nI=0 for all of
the modes in a plasma once λ>λc. When R>0, nI is always
nonzero for two of the modes provided R>1/9, where 1/9 is
the solution to 4R=B2, the condition met when λ+=λ− (see
Equation (14)). For R<1/9, the behavior of plasma modes
now depends on both λ+ and λ−. Namely, for the small
parameter space 0<R<1/9, there again exist three con-
densation modes for λ−<λ<λ+—and they are all unstable.
For λ<λ−, however, both the fast and slow isochoric modes
are overstable with ¹n 0I , the entropy mode being unstable
with nI=0. For λ>λ+, on the other hand, both the entropy
mode and slow isochoric modes are overstable, while the fast
isochoric mode is unstable.
For 1/9<R<1/3 (where the critical value 1/3 follows
momentarily), λ+ and λ− no longer exist and a different
characteristic wavelength, λo, distinguishes mode behavior. By
the pattern discussed above, for λ<λo we would expect both
the fast and slow isochoric modes to be overstable, while for
λ>λo, the entropy and slow isochoric modes should be
overstable instead. This can indeed be veriﬁed numerically by
directly solving the cubic dispersion relation, and therefore λo
marks where nI=0 for both the entropy mode and the fast
Figure 2. Summary of the mode behavior and asymptotic growth/damping rates for classical TI. The labels “E,” “S,” and “F” denote the entropy mode, the slow
isochoric mode, and the fast isochoric mode, respectively (see Section 3.2). Stability depends on both the value of R≡Np/γNρ and on a mode’s wavelength when
R<1/3 (λ>λF is assumed). The critical wavelengths λc, λ−, λ+, and λo are deﬁned in Equations (16), (14), and (18), and k′≡kλth = 2πλth/λ. For any given (R,
λ), modes that are stable have no color shading, overstable acoustic modes (with nR>0 and ¹n 0I ) are shaded gray, and unstable condensation modes (with nR>0
and nI=0) are shaded red. The asymptotic value of nR depends only on whether R<0 or R>0.
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isochoric mode. Equating the real parts of the analytic solutions
for cubic equations gives
l p l= -
rN
R
6 3
2
1
3
, 18o th ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠∣ ∣ ( )
revealing the change in mode behavior for R1/3.
The ﬁnal critical R value is 1. For 1/3R<1, the real
valued mode is always the fast isochoric mode, with the slow
isochoric mode and the entropy mode both being overstable.
For R=1, corresponding to Np=γNρ, these two acoustic
modes both become adiabatic with nR=0. For R>1, the fast
isochoric mode remains the only unstable mode; the two
acoustic modes are now damped according to nR<0.
The table shown in Figure 2 summarizes this (R, λ)
dependence, providing an overview of all of the possible
regimes of TI.
We now determine the asymptotic growth rates of these
modes to reveal the critical value R=1. In Appendix A, we
derive the counterpart to Equation (7) when ¹n 0I ,
= - + ++ +
r r
r
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We see that the limit u constant as k 0 no longer
describes the entropy mode. Rather, u k constant does,
implying that the u2 terms are negligible in this limit, giving
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Further requiring that n 0R in the k=0 limit gives
 -ru
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As asserted above, overstability of the entropy mode requires
0<R<1 (because Nρ is negative by assumption). Its
asymptotic growth rate is
= -
r
n
t
N
c R k
2
1 . 22R s
cool
,0
2 2( ) ( )
Note that nR∝k
2, whereas for R<0, the entropy mode has
nR∝k instead. The asymptotic growth rate of the slow
isochoric mode is also given by Equation (22).
The fast isochoric mode is always real valued in the k 0
limit for all R, and so its asymptotic growth rate is always
 - rn N tR cool by Equation (7). However, Equation (19)
governs its growth rate in the instances in which it is overstable
(see Figure 2).
3.4. Isentropic Instability
We have made no mention of the isentropic criterion, which
governs the stability of sound waves, because the critical
wavelengths λ± and λo already determine if there are modes
with ¹n 0I . Our analysis has therefore fully accounted for all
the ways that acoustic modes can become overstable, except for
one: when the gas is both isobarically and isochorically stable
(i.e., when Np>0 and Nρ>0), it can still be isentropically
unstable. This situation is the bottom entry of the table in
Figure 2, which is derived presently. Of course, all of the other
instances of overstable acoustic modes in this ﬁgure must also
be consistent with the isentropic criterion. This criterion is
¶
¶ <

T
0 23
s
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
(see Field 1965), where s denotes entropy. Using standard
thermodynamic relations (e.g., see the Appendix of Balbus
1995), we can express this criterion in terms of Np and Nρ as
g ll- < + Lr

N R1 . 24F
2
0
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
If we focus only on the stability of wavelengths with λ?λF
and for points on the S-curve (where = 0), this reduces to
- <rN R1 0. 25( ) ( )
We see that the stability of acoustic modes depends on whether
R<1 or R>1, as well as on the sign of Nρ. For R<1,
acoustic modes are overstable whenever Nρ<0, i.e., whenever
there is isochoric instability. This covers all the cases in
the table in Figure 2 from the ﬁrst through the third to last
rows.8 When R>1, this inequality reads Nρ>0, which
corresponds to the cases in the bottom two rows of Figure 2.
The takeaway point in regards to acoustic modes is that in
the presence of TI, the entropy mode is always acoustic at some
wavelengths when R>0. In contrast, in adiabatic hydro-
dynamics, the entropy mode is always non-propagating and is
therefore distinct from sound waves. It was necessary to
introduce the separate classiﬁcations for “fast” and “slow”
isochoric modes in order to track which modes are acoustic at
any value of (R, λ). It is helpful to view non-adiabatic
hydrodynamics not as a system always consisting of two
acoustic modes and an entropy mode that is advected with the
ﬂow, but rather as a potentially thermally unstable system that
always consists of three modes prone to condensation. The
acoustic modes need not always exist, and when they do exist,
they never stay assigned to only the fast and slow isochoric
modes at all wavelengths for any given value of R, as shown in
Figure 2.
3.5. The Slopes of S-curves
We conclude our linear theory analysis by showing that
the slopes of S-curves on the XTlog , log[ ( ) ( )] and
xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane are just simple expressions involving
the ratio R, so to some extent, the above properties of TI can be
ascertained just by analyzing S-curves. From standard thermo-
dynamic relations (see again the Appendix of Balbus 1995) and
Equation (67), we ﬁnd
g
¶
¶ X = -
= -
r

T N
N
R
log
log
1
1
1. 26
p
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
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( )
( )
( )
In these derivations we set λF=0 because conduction is not
important for determining the stability of perturbations with
λ?λF. The left-hand side is the slope of any given point (which
8 This assumes that acoustic modes exist and is therefore also consistent with
the third row of Figure 2 when λ+<λ<λ−.
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has = 0) on the S-curve. Noting that xX = -d dlog log( ) ( )
d Tlog( ), slopes in the xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane are given by
x
g
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In Figure 3 we plot slopes for all of the critical values of R in
Figure 2 (dashed black lines). These plots can be used to judge
the nature of TI along the S-curves. For example, the blue dot
in Figure 1 has R≈−1/3, corresponding to the slope plotted
as blue dashed lines in Figure 3. It occupies the region in
between the red dashed lines, which is the most common case
—the top row in Figure 2. We therefore know what to expect in
the non-isobaric regime for these heating and cooling
functions: all sound waves in the system will have λ<λc
and the entropy mode is always unstable.
We note that the entire range -¥ < <R 0 occupies
regions between the dashed red lines in these plots. It is
instructive to consider some examples involving smooth
variations of R through a change in sign. Let us assume that
the plasma begins either isobarically or isochorically unstable
but not both, i.e., somewhere in between the red dashed lines.
Then a counter-clockwise variation from within the = -¥R
red line into the neighboring region with R>0 can occur in
two ways: (i) by the plasma becoming both isobarically and
isochorically unstable, which is described by the second from
last row of the table in Figure 2, with the fast isochoric
condensation mode being the only unstable mode; or (ii) by the
plasma becoming isentropically unstable (with both Np>0
and Nρ>0) with both acoustic modes becoming overstable
(see the bottom row in Figure 2). Similarly, a clockwise
variation from within the R=0 red line into the region with
0<R<1/9 can occur in two ways: the plasma can either
become (i) thermally stable or (ii) doubly unstable, implying a
move from the ﬁrst or second row in the table to the third row,
in which case there can be three unstable condensation modes
in the system for some range of wavelengths.
4. Simulations
We explore the transition from isobaric to non-isobaric TI by
running local simulations following the same methods devel-
oped by PW15, but neglecting the radiation forces. We use
the Gudonov code ATHENA++ (J. M. Stone et al. 2019,in
preparation), employing the HLLC ﬂux, piecewise-parabolic
reconstruction, and the third-order accurate RK3 time-integra-
tion scheme. Conduction is solved more accurately than in
ATHENA(Stone et al. 2008) using interface ﬂuxes (c.f., Choi &
Stone 2012). Note that in the input ﬁle to ATHENA++,
kappa_iso is a constant diffusivity, whereas we have
assumed a constant conductivity, adopting the Spitzer value
appropriate for our background equilibrium state (see PW15),
which gives λF=0.19λth. We therefore modiﬁed the ATHENA
++ conduction module appropriately.
The proﬁles in Equation (11) serve as the initial conditions
for our simulations, with A=10−2 and nR obtained by solving
Equation (7) for the entropy mode for any given k. We apply
periodic boundary conditions. The physical units are set by the
initial position on the S-curve, marked with a blue dot in
Figure 1, which are the same as in PW15. Our resolution is
always 256 zones/λth, which is sufﬁcient to fully resolve cloud
interfaces in a steady state, in which the interface width is about
λF independent of cloud size.
Results for increasingly larger single-mode perturbations are
summarized in Figure 4, which shows the time evolution of the
density, speciﬁc kinetic energy, pressure, and temperature
averaged over the hot and cold gas phases. We compare a
nearly isobaric cloud (gray, with λ=4 λth) with two non-
isobaric clouds, one (red, with λ=64 λth) four times larger
than the other (black, with λ=16 λth). The overall evolution
of non-isobaric perturbations is more complicated than isobaric
ones but still very simple: the larger condensation modes both
saturate into clouds that then undergo damped oscillations in
their “struggle” to reach pressure equilibrium. These oscilla-
tions excite sound waves (with λ<λc) as well as weak shocks
(see the lower panels in Figure 5), which then dissipate their
energy in the hot phase, possibly explaining why the
temperature of the hot phase is higher for the λ=16 λth mode
and higher still for the λ=64 λth mode.
Note that the oscillation periods and damping timescales of
different non-isobaric clouds are essentially the same when
plotted as a function of e-folding number. This means that the
damping rate and oscillation frequency decreases with increas-
ing cloud size in proportion to nR, i.e., the linear theory growth
rate characterizes the long-term nonlinear dynamics of non-
isobaric clouds. This is a natural consequence of the quantity
nR/k being the characteristic velocity at which the cloud
condenses at the end of the linear regime. Because this velocity
is proportional to nR, the characteristic response to a sudden
halting of the cloud growth is also proportional to nR.
Figure 3. Diagrams revealing the mapping between the critical R-values in
Figure 2 and the slopes on the log(T) vs. log(Ξ) (upper plot) and the Tlog( ) vs.
xlog( ) (lower plot) planes. The dashed black lines mark the three R values 1/9,
1/3, and 1, while the red dashed lines mark = -¥R and R=0. The slope of
the dashed blue line is for our ﬁducial numerical example, that of the blue dot
on our S-curves.
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To better understand the origin of the oscillations, we
now take a close look at the initial nonlinear phase of TI for
non-isobaric clouds. The saturation of TI is a highly dynamical
process during which the growing cloud core must suddenly
halt its condensation and reach a new equilibrium at the cold
phase. As shown below, the gas in the core of the cloud does
not all arrive at the cold phase at the same time, even for small
clouds. The halted growth must therefore be communicated
across the entire cloud over some timescale that is proportional
to -nR 1. In the isobaric regime, this timescale is on the order of
the sound crossing time, and therefore sound waves can easily
mediate the transition. For large perturbations, however, the
sound crossing time across the cloud exceeds the saturation
timescale, meaning that sound waves only communicate the
changing dynamics throughout the cloud core gradually, and so
oscillations ensue.
In Figure 5 we examine the spatial proﬁles during the early
nonlinear phase for the quantities plotted in Figure 4. In the top
panels, we plot the very beginning of the saturation process at
times corresponding to the vertical gray line in Figure 4. The
left panel shows that some gas has reached the cold phase,
while the density panel reveals where exactly this cold gas is
located. It is in the center of the cloud core for the λ=16 λth
cloud (there is a small peak in the black density proﬁle at
x=32), while it is gas near the interfaces (the two red peaks)
for the large cloud. Returning to Figure 4, note that the vertical
line coincides with a smaller initial peak in the speciﬁc kinetic
energy panel (see the solid red line). The maximum peak in
á ñ22v occurs later and corresponds to the remaining gas in the
core reaching the stable cold phase. Comparing also with
Figure 1, we see from the ﬁrst velocity panel in Figure 5 that
the maximum condensation velocity is indeed ≈nR/k.
Later still, the ﬁrst peaks in the mean density proﬁles in
Figure 4 are reached. This corresponds to times shown in the
middle panels in Figure 5. The intercloud gas continues to
be further heated, as it is still far from the hot phase location on
the S-curve. (It need not reach the S-curve; evolution stops
once k r = T2 , as shown by PW15.) The pressure of the
cloud is far out of equilibrium with the intercloud gas during
these maximum compression cycles.
The bottom set of panels in Figure 5 shows proﬁles for the
ﬁrst density troughs in Figure 4. To conserve mass, the cloud
width must increase during these expansion cycles, but this is
accompanied by a strong compression of the intercloud gas, as
shown by the higher temperature and pressure. Higher pressure
means lower Ξ, explaining the behavior of the “tracks” on the
[log(T), log(Ξ)]-plane. While clouds have no cohesive forces
holding them together, the higher pressure of the intercloud gas
supplies a restoring force to keep them intact during this phase
of the oscillation.
These clouds eventually tend toward a steady state, as is
evident from Figure 4. This equilibrium state is shown in
Figure 6. Interestingly, despite the large difference in
oscillation amplitudes that took place (e.g., pressure variations
were more than 200% for the larger cloud), both clouds settled
back to the original pressure, corresponding to the same Ξ as
the blue dot on the S-curve. Note that the ﬁnal pressures deviate
by less than 1% from p0. The only indication that these clouds
evolved differently is the higher intercloud gas temperature of
the larger cloud.
5. Discussion
Our objective with this work was to determine how large,
non-isobaric clouds evolve. We ultimately aim to understand if
such large clouds can survive longer than small isobaric clouds,
and whether or not they are subject to a fragmentation process,
such as the effect referred to as “shattering” in the work by
M+18. Here we discuss the relevance of our numerical
simulations and our linear theory analysis to these questions.
We also compare our cloud sizes with the characteristic length
scales discussed herein, as well as to the scale proposed to
govern the size of individual shattered cloudlets.
Figure 4. Time evolution of spatially averaged quantities for clouds formed
from three different size perturbations, λ=4 λth (gray), λ=16 λth (black),
and λ=64 λth (red). All quantities are in units of their background equilibrium
values, except for á ñ22v , which is in units of cs,02 . Solid and dashed lines
indicate averages over the cooler and warmer phases, deﬁned as T<T0 and
T>T0, respectively. The gray vertical line marks the ﬁrst appearance of
saturation for the λ=16 λth and λ=64 λth clouds. Note that we plot the
e-folding time, nRt, not the actual time, to show that saturation occurs slightly
later for the non-isobaric clouds. Moreover, the non-isobaric clouds have lower
growth rates, nR, so the periods of their oscillations and their damping
timescales are -nR 1 longer. These -nR 1 factors are (4.75, 7.50, 20.6)tcool for
λ=(4 λth, 16 λth, 64 λth).
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Figure 5. Phase plots and spatial proﬁles of (ρ, v, p, T) (in the same units used in Figure 4) during the early nonlinear phase of evolution for the λ=16 λth and
λ=64 λth non-isobaric modes. For clarity, we have centered the smaller cloud at x=32 λth. Each panel corresponds to a single value of nt: the top set of panels
corresponds to the times marked with the gray vertical line in Figure 4, and the middle and bottom panels correspond to the ﬁrst density peaks and troughs shown in
Figure 4, respectively. Note that during the compression phases of an oscillation cycle (middle row), it becomes harder to resolve cloud interfaces. The presence of
large gaps in the points on the phase diagram is an indication that these interfaces are becoming under-resolved. The full simulation can be viewed in the animation
associated with Figure 6 in the online Journal, or athttp://www.physics.unlv.edu/astro/WP19aSims.html.
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5.1. Shattering versus Splattering
In the previous section, we followed the evolution of non-
isobaric individual entropy modes through the nonlinear
regime. What does it mean for a condensation mode to be
“non-isobaric”? After all, by construction the solution remains
practically isobaric, independent of wavelength, so long as
δp=p0. The classiﬁer non-isobaric only takes on meaning in
the nonlinear regime once there is a need to restore pressure
balance.
We emphasize this point because we have observed a
numerical effect that can be easily mistaken for shattering.
Namely, if we make the amplitude A≡δρ/ρ0 of the
λ=64 λth entropy mode perturbation 10
−4 or smaller, we
observed that many small-scale (but still >λF) isobaric clouds
formed and disrupted this large perturbation before it could
reach the nonlinear regime.9 It appeared as though the
λ=64 λth mode spontaneously fragmented when really it
was nothing more than unintended, fast-growing isobaric
perturbations overtaking this slow mode. Because this can
occur in the linear regime when all modes evolve indepen-
dently according to the superposition principle, it cannot be the
shattering process described by M+18. We veriﬁed that
exponential growth of truncation errors of size ∼10−10
introduced by the ﬁnite precision of the initial growth rates
or other input parameters is responsible for this occurrence.
This “numerical shattering” is most likely what is taking
place in the simulations of M+18 (see their Figure 4). Our
simulations have conclusively demonstrated that large clouds
formed from the entropy mode are not subject to any sort of
fragmentation, at least not in 1D when R>−1 (this exception
is discussed below). As the perturbation wavelengths become
increasingly larger than λth, the non-isobaric regime is entered
gradually. After the saturation of TI, sound waves become less
and less able to communicate the condensation dynamics from
the core of the cloud out to the interfaces. The main dynamical
consequence, as revealed in Section 4, is the tendency for
the cloud to undergo ever stronger oscillations in response to
the sudden quenching of the cloud growth stage once the
condensation reaches a stable cold phase in nearly thermal
equilibrium. In the absence of radiation forces (which we
neglect here) or other additional processes, these oscillations
then damp and a steady-state mechanical equilibrium is
approached.
In consideration of this behavior, we now argue that there
should be a fragmentation process operating both in isochorically
unstable plasmas and in isobarically unstable plasmas with
R−1—and one unrelated to the shattering mechanism as
described by M+18. Recall that the velocity of the condensing
gas at the end of the linear regime is nR/k, and this is bounded by
-R cs,0 for isobarically unstable plasmas, while nR/k is
unbounded for the fast isochoric mode because n constantR
as k 0. Thus, for a perturbation size large enough that its
condensation velocity will exceed cs,0 at the end of the linear
regime, the resulting cloud could be fragmented during the ﬁrst
downward oscillation after the saturation phase of TI. That is, the
recoil pressure r cc s,02 will exceed the pressure of the conﬁning gas
(which, from the bottom panel of Figure 5, is only about 1.5p0
during the initial saturation phase). It seems appropriate to refer to
this process as “splattering” because it is a dynamical response to
a cloud’s sudden “landing” on the cold phase of the S-curve.
Isochoric TI should lead to cloud splattering for any wavenum-
bers smaller than = = rk n c N t cR s smin ,0 cool ,0(∣ ∣ ) , i.e., for any
wavelengths larger than
l p l=
rN
2
, 28splatter th∣ ∣
( )
Figure 6. As in Figure 5, but showing the nearly steady-state proﬁles (t=4×103 tcool) of the λ=16λth and λ=64λth non-isobaric modes. The clouds have the
same peak densities and minimum temperatures, corresponding to the same the cold-phase location on the S-curve (see the left panel). The velocity proﬁle of the
smaller cloud (black) is similar to the red proﬁle, but the velocity is much lower because larger clouds require higher advection velocities while still undergoing
damped oscillations. An animation of the full simulation, running from 0 to 3990tcool, is available in the online Journal.
(An animation of this ﬁgure is available.)
9 An animation of our simulation reducing A to 10−4 or smaller is available
athttp://www.physics.unlv.edu/astro/WP19aSims.html.
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which is, to within a factor of a few, equal to λc. While we have
not yet studied this process using numerical simulations, we
speculate that it will lead to a breakup of the cloud into three
pieces in 1D simulations: the core of the cloud will likely
remain intact as a portion of each side is ejected into the
intercloud medium.
5.2. Characteristic Cloud Sizes
This ﬁnding implies that there will be an upper limit to the
sizes of condensations that undergo splattering. By mass
conservation, a cloud that condensed out of a volume of gas
∼λ3 with density ρ0 must have a size
l
r r~d , 29c c D0 1( )
( )
where ρc is the density at the stable cold phase and D is the
dimensionality of the system. This formula would suggest that
clouds can be as large as the largest perturbations in the system.
Combining this with Equation (28), we arrive at a characteristic
size for clouds formed in isochorically unstable plasmas,
p l
r r~ rd N
2
isochoric TI . 30c
c
splatter
th
0
1 3
( )
∣ ∣ ( )
( ) ( )
For condensations formed in isobarically unstable plasmas,
there appears to be no upper limit to how large the clouds can
be as far as local TI is concerned unless R−1, in which case
splattering can again occur for k2π/λc, thereby limiting
cloud sizes to
l
r r~ -d isobaric TI with R 1 . 31c
c
c
splatter
0
1 3
( )
( )
( ) ( )
For R>−1, a practical bound will be set by the constraints of
the local approximation itself, e.g., the growth time -nR 1 is
required to be much shorter than the freefall time in a large-
scale accretion ﬂow.
We can compare (dc)splatter to the characteristic scale of the
individual cloudlets resulting from the shattering process of
M+18:
ºd c t . 32c s Tshatter cool c( ) ( ) ( )
This scale is analogous to λth, but evaluated at Tc, the
temperature of the cold phase on our S-curves, rather than T0.
In Figure 7 we compare this length scale with (dc)splatter (from
Equation (31)) and λF for our ﬁducial parameters. The ﬁnal
cloud sizes measured from our simulations (black squares) for
clouds formed from perturbations λ=2mλth for m=(0, 1,K,
6) are also displayed, which are in excellent agreement with
dc=λ/(ρc/ρ0). We also show dc evaluated with D=3
(magenta stars) in Equation (29) to illustrate how much larger
clouds can become when simulated in 3D. We note that these
estimates were obtained without reference to simulation data,
as we evaluated ρc/ρ0 using our S-curve.
Note that there is a glaring issue with (dc)shatter being a
characteristic scale for shattered cloudlets: it is much shorter
than the Field length, and therefore such cloudlets would
evaporate (Begelman & McKee 1990; McKee & Begelman
1990). This is a general conclusion, not one peculiar to our
ﬁducial simulation parameters, as plugging in the same values
used below Equation (3) gives
l
g
h r r=
- - - -d T L17.5 1
10 K
, 33c
F c
cshatter
1
0
11 4 4
1 4
23
1 2⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
( ) ( )
( )
( )
where η≡Lc/L accounts for the different cooling rates for gas
in the cold phase (cooling rate Lc) and gas undergoing
evaporation (cooling rate L). For simplicity, in writing this
ratio, we assumed pressure equilibrium between the cold phase
gas and the evaporating gas and that evaporation occurs at the
temperature of the initial equilibrium state, T0. Equation (33)
reveals that (dc)shatter/λF is less than unity whenever the density
contrast ρc/ρ0 exceeds about 3.3 for η=1, γ=5/3,
Tc=10
4 K, and L=10−23 erg cm3 s−1. Moreover, values of
η>1 will contribute to making (dc)shatter<λF.
The recent simulations of wind-cloud interactions by Liang
& Remming (2018) are consistent with this ﬁnding, as their
runs with thermal conduction showed that as their clouds were
shredded by the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, the cloud
surface layers gradually evaporated. While the authors
concluded that their simulations were in support of the
shattering hypothesis, there seems to be no clear evidence of
cloud fragmentation, only surface disruption.
5.3. Assessment of the Various Cases of TI
We next discuss the applicability of all the different cases of
TI listed in the table in Figure 2. The block in the ﬁrst row with
λ<λc contains the most physically realizable unstable
(“normal” hereafter) situation—isobaric instability of the
entropy mode and two stable acoustic modes. Our simulations
fall into this category, and we focused on understanding the
dynamics of entropy modes as λ gradually increased beyond
λc. We found λc to have no dynamical signiﬁcance for the
entropy mode (at least not when R>−1). Rather, λc merely
dictates the maximum wavelength sound waves allowed within
the system.
All other categories in Figure 2, except for the last row,
involve isochoric instability. Are all of these allowed to occur
Figure 7. Comparison of measured 1D steady-state cloud sizes (squares) with
predicted 1D (dots) and 3D (stars) sizes for clouds formed from perturbations
with λ=2mλth for m=(0, 1, K, 6). For reference, the gray line shows λ/2,
the length of the initial overdensity. For our ﬁducial parameters, the upper
dashed line marks (dc)splatter, the lower dashed line (dc)shatter, and the middle
dashed line the Field length, λF. Note that (dc)shatter=λF.
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for realistic astrophysical heating and cooling functions? A
highly restrictive constraint is the following: collisionally
ionized and photoionized plasmas will typically obey the
criteria (e.g., Balbus & Soker 1989)
r
¶
¶ >

0, 34
T
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
for this is the statement that increasing the density at ﬁxed
temperature leads to increased cooling. We examine the
implications of this constraint in detail in Appendix B and
simply quote the results of the analysis here. It turns out that
for locations on the S-curve, this inequality is equivalent to
R>1/γ when Nρ<0 and R<1/γ when Nρ>0, ruling out
all but the ﬁrst, ﬁfth, and sixth rows of the table in Figure 2.
That is, this inequality is automatically consistent with the
normal instance of TI, in which an overdensity triggers
runaway cooling leading to the growth of the entropy mode.
However, the constraint that increased cooling must accom-
pany compression is inconsistent with most instances of
overstability in Figure 2. Physically, what is needed for
overstability is for the gas to be heated beyond its adiabatic rate
over the course of a compression cycle, as this allows the
amplitude to gradually increase.
Thus, for any astrophysical net cooling functions satisfying
inequality (34), we have arrived at the pleasingly simple result
that the main possibility for isochoric TI (namely, R>1/γ)
will be indicated by regions of negative slope on the
xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane. Because negative slopes on the
XTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]-plane have commonly been used to diagnose
isobaric instability in photoionized and collisionally ionized
plasmas, these two planes provide a complimentary means for a
comprehensive stability analysis. However, it must also be
explicitly checked that Nρ<0, as any positive value of R can
alternatively indicate a thermally stable region.10
5.4. Effects of Magnetic Fields
While we did not take MHD into account, our linear theory
results are still valid for perturbations of the entropy mode
along ﬁeld lines (Field 1965). Isobaric paths are no longer
vertical lines on the XTlog , log[ ( ) ( )] plane in the presence of
magnetic ﬁelds. Rather, they are paths with slope −1−β/2
(Bottorff et al. 2000), where β is the ratio of gas pressure to
magnetic pressure. For example, the slope of our S-curve in
the leftmost panel of Figure 1 is about −2.8 at the blue dot,
whereas an isobaric path for a moderately strong magnetic
ﬁeld with β=1 has a slope of −1.5. There is a qualitative
argument revealing that such a magnetic ﬁeld is stabilizing
for perturbations applied on the S-curve (e.g., Emmering
et al. 1992; Bottorff et al. 2000): displacements conﬁned to a
path with a slope less steep than that of the S-curve (as in our
example) are stable because a small increase in temperature
places the gas in a region of net cooling. However, Np>0
is equivalent to Balbus’ generalized isobaric stability
criterion,
¶
¶ >
 
T T
35
p
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
(when thermal conduction is neglected), which reveals that the
above qualitative argument does not necessarily hold off the
S-curve. For displacements along this path but starting from a
position above the S-curve (where > 0), the entropy mode is
again prone to being unstable even though Field’s criterion for
stability is satisﬁed.
In future work, we intend to extend our analysis of non-
isobaric TI to fully account for the stability of MHD modes. In
the nonlinear regime, we expect that the tendency for non-
isobaric clouds to undergo strong oscillations will lead to
increased ﬁlamentary structure because magnetic tension will
oppose oscillations perpendicular to the ﬁeld. Additionally,
the magnetic ﬁeld will reduce the degrees of freedom for
gas to condensate, so even fully 3D simulations of TI can
result in characteristic cloud sizes given by Equation (29)
with D<3.
6. Summary and Conclusions
Our linear theory analysis has identiﬁed all possible regimes
of TI that follow from the dispersion relation found by Field
(1965). In our notation, the generalized isobaric and isochoric
instability criteria are Np<0 and Nρ<0, respectively, where
Np and Nρ are deﬁned in Equation (6). The following is a
summary of results speciﬁc to the non-isobaric regime.
1. The ratio of cooling rate derivatives, R≡Np/γNρ, is the
basic parameter governing the different regimes of TI.
Physically, R is the ratio of the growth/damping rates of
the isobaric ( g= - -n N tR p cool1 ) and fast isochoric
( = - r -n N tR cool1 ) condensation modes. In the context of
acoustic modes, R cs,0
2 is the squared effective sound
speed on the S-curve, r¶ ¶ =P 0( ) .
2. The only sound waves propagating within a thermally
unstable plasma with R<0 are those with λ<λc. The
acoustic modes become condensation modes for λ>λc.
Their stability is governed by the isochoric criterion, and
they have different condensation velocities (nR/k), so we
labeled these the fast and slow isochoric modes.
3. The deﬁning property of the entropy mode has to be
altered in a plasma that is both isochorically and
isobarically unstable because it is no longer a non-
propagating mode under most circumstances with R>0,
as shown in Figure 2. Rather, what deﬁnes the entropy
mode is its stability criteria; it is governed by the isobaric
criterion even in the limit l  ¥. Likewise, the fast and
slow isochoric modes always obey the isochoric criterion.
Any of these modes can become condensating or acoustic
depending on the values of R and λ.
4. The slopes of S-curves on either the xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]- or
XTlog , log[ ( ) ( )] planes, while commonly used to diag-
nose isobaric instability, can only conclusively diagnose
instances of combined isobaric and isochoric instability
with 0<R<1 once Nρ is shown to be negative because
these same slopes could also indicate thermal stability.
They can then be used to distinguish between the various
TI regimes with R>0 (see Figure 3).
5. The constraint r¶ ¶ > 0T( ) eliminates most possibi-
lities of TI summarized in Figure 2, leaving only rows 1,
5, and 6, as it corresponds to R>1/γ when Nρ<0 and
R<1/γ when Nρ>0. The two cases involving
isochor"ic instability will appear as negative slopes on
the xTlog , log[ ( ) ( )] plane, just as isobaric instability
10 Scripts to compute to Nρ and R for tabulated heating and cooling functions
are available from the authors by request.
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shows up as negative slopes on the XTlog , log[ ( ) ( )]
plane.
We should emphasize that our linear theory analysis has
fully accounted for the stability of regions off the S-curves,
through the appearance of  in the deﬁnition of Np (see
Equation (6)). This is important for several reasons. First, as
large clouds evolve in a multidimensional system, perturbations
will naturally be generated with signiﬁcant displacements off
the S-curve (recall Figure 5). Second, as explained in
Appendix B, regions of net heating may allow for outﬂows
to become susceptible to the cases of double instability in
Figure 2, that are forbidden by the constraint r¶ ¶ > 0T( )
for locations on the S-curve. Finally, the stability of magnetized
plasmas can be better assessed because it is known that
sufﬁciently strong magnetic ﬁelds stabilize the entropy mode
(e.g., Emmering et al. 1992), but only for perturbations applied
on the S-curve (see Section 5.4).
Because R is the ratio of growth rates of the isobaric and fast
isochoric mode (see the ﬁrst bullet above), in the range
0<R<1/3 any large perturbations present will grow faster
than small isobaric perturbations, leading to the formation of
large clouds. By the last bulleted result, although the plasma is
also formally unstable by the isobaric criterion, there are
actually only overstable acoustic modes for 1/γ<R<1 that
can potentially compete with the fast isochoric modes (see row
5 of Figure 2). For R>1, the acoustic modes are overdamped
at all wavelengths, and therefore it may be very difﬁcult for
pressure equilibrium to ever be established. While the nonlinear
outcome is unclear, such environments are likely to host only
large non-isobaric clouds.
Given that isobaric instability is far more common than
isochoric instability, our simulations were aimed at under-
standing the dynamics of non-isobaric clouds formed from the
entropy mode. Although ever stronger oscillations take place as
λ increases, a single entropy mode perturbation always results
in the formation of a single cloud. While the oscillations are a
purely nonlinear effect, their frequencies are set by the linear
growth rates, as they are a response to the gas suddenly
reaching the stable cold branch of the S-curve with a
condensation velocity nR/k.
We showed that an interesting new phenomenon should
accompany isochorically unstable plasmas and isobarically
unstable plasmas with R−1—cloud splattering. This is a
fragmentation process whereby the recoil triggered during the
saturation phase of TI will not only lead to oscillations, but also
to a breakup of the cloud into several smaller clouds. It is a
mechanism that can potentially produce supersonic clumps
starting from gas that is stationary in the comoving frame. We
pointed out that the length scale of the shattered cloudlets
proposed by M+18 will generally be smaller than the Field
length, while the characteristic size of condensation splatter is
expected to be ≈λc (see Equation (16) and Section 5.2).
However, we should emphasize that the M+18 cloudlets may
not be subject to immediate evaporation in weakly collisional
or collisionless plasma environments (e.g., in the CGM or the
ICM), where thermal conduction can be signiﬁcantly sup-
pressed compared to the Spitzer value (e.g., Komarov et al.
2018; Roberg-Clark et al. 2018).
We conclude this paper with a mention of an interesting
observational signature of non-isobaric multiphase gas
dynamics. The largest clouds in our simulations oscillate
wildly—in size, density, and temperature—until they dissipate
their energy into the surrounding plasma. If this damping
phenomenon occurs in nature, perhaps within a complex of
other large clouds of varying sizes, then each oscillating cloud
would appear brightest when smallest (at the compression
peaks), and the brightness peaks would be immediately
followed by net blueshifts and preceded by net redshifts
accompanying the expansion and compression phases, respec-
tively. These oscillations occur at characteristic frequencies that
decrease with increasing cloud size, implying that the
corresponding timescales of different oscillating clouds within
the complex would be on the order of the cloud sound crossing
time. This dynamics must therefore be inferred statistically in
large-scale environments with long dynamical times—environ-
ments that can be spatially resolved. Integral ﬁeld unit (IFU)
observations would be particularly useful because the marked
increases and decreases in brightness over the course of an
oscillation would be correlated with the relative blueshifts and
redshifts that track the compression and expansion velocities.
No such correlations are expected for a turbulent multiphase
environment, such as the ISM (and perhaps even the CGM; see
Buie et al. 2018). Computations of synthetic IFU observations
for this signature of non-isobaric dynamics will be a focus of
our future work on this topic.
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Appendix A
Linearized Solutions to the Equations of Non-adiabatic
Hydrodynamics
Here we linearize the equations of gas dynamics to derive
the dispersion relation in Equation (5), as well as the analytic
solutions quoted in Equation (11). It is convenient to
begin with the equations of hydrodynamics in the following
form:
r r¶¶ + =vt 0. 36· ( ) ( )
r ¶¶ +  = -
v
v v
t
p, 37⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠· ( )
r r r¶¶ +  = -  - - 
  v v q
t
p . 38· · · ( )
In the comoving frame of the plasma, the background velocity
is v=0, so the only non-vanishing velocity terms are those
involving δv upon applying the Eulerian perturbation operator,
δ, to these equations. In the main text, we referred to
background equilibrium quantities using the subscript “0,”
but there is no need for this notation here because perturbations
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are distinguished using δ. Upon eliminating11  using the
equation of state r g= - p 1( ), we ﬁnd
dr rd¶¶ + =vt 0, 39· ( ) ( )
r d d¶¶ +  =
v
t
p 0, 40( )
g
d
g d d
dr rd d
-
¶
¶ + - + 
= - - -  
v v
q
p
t
p p
1
1
1
1
. 41
· ( ) ·
· ( )
Because q=−κ(T) T , assuming Spitzer conductivity κ
(T)=χ(T) T5/2 (Spitzer 1962), we formally have
d k c
c d k d= - +  - q T
T
d
dT
T T T T
5
2
1 1
. 42
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )
Note that the ﬁrst term (with contributions from both the
T5/2-dependence and the T-dependence of the Coulomb logarithm)
does not enter linear theory when perturbing a background ﬂow
with a uniform temperature. We can take T =0 even if the
background ﬂow is dynamic so long as the temperature scale
height T T∣ ∣ is much larger than the wavelength of the
perturbation. Similar considerations lead to rd r d=v v· ( ) ·
and  d d=v vp p· ( ) · in Equations (39) and (41), respec-
tively. This local approximation also lets us discard a term from
d q· , leaving just d k d = - q T T2· ( ) .
To close this set of equations, we need to write δT, as well as
the d appearing in Equation (41), in terms of δp and δρ. The
functional form of  is r=  T,( ), so we formally have
d r dr d=
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
 
T
T. 43( )
We can eliminate δT in favor of δp and δρ by perturbing the
ideal gas law:
d d dr
r= -
T
T
p
p
. 44( )
Combining the previous two equations gives
d d drr r
dr
r= - +r r  T
p
p
, 45T T, ,
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )
where we have adopted the notation from Balbus & Soker
(1989),
Q º ¶Q¶A B held constant . 46A B B,
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )
Finally, substituting in the plane wave solutions dr =
+r k xA nt iexp( · ), d = +v A k xnt iexpv ( · ), and d =p
+ k xA nt iexpp ( · ) exchanges the derivatives for n and ki ,
leading to
r+ =r k AnA i 0, 47v· ( ) ( )
r + =A kn i A 0, 48pv ( )
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g
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r r
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where = k kk2 · in the last term is a result of the ∇2 operator.
Equations (47)–(49) are made dimensionless by multiplying by
tcool/ρ, tcool/(ρcs), and rt cscool 2( ), respectively. Further deﬁn-
ing n′=ntcool, l¢ =k k th, and the dimensionless amplitudes
¢rA =Aρ/ρ, r¢ =A A csp p 2, and ¢Av = A csv gives
¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢ =r k An A i 0, 50v· ( )
¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢ =A kn i A 0, 51pv ( )
g g
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where we have made use of the following identity to arrive at
the ﬁnal bracketed term above,
r= -r r  
T
. 53T p T T, , , ( )
Note how λF enters in Equation (52) through the introduction
of Λ as a normalization for the cooling rate derivatives. We
deﬁned the Field length as l p k r= LT2F , rather than
simply k rLT , as originally done by Begelman & McKee
(1990), in order to write
l
k
r
l
l
¢
L =
k T
. 54F
2
th
2
2
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⎞
⎠ ( )
Using g g= - c 1s2 ( ) , we have that cs2/Λ=γ(γ−1) tcool,
so we also note that both tcool and λth cancel in Equation (52).
This is the mathematical justiﬁcation that large wavelength
perturbations are “just as isobaric” as small perturbations as far
as linear theory is concerned.
Equation (52) shortens signiﬁcantly if we deﬁne new
variables for the quantities in brackets, hence our deﬁnitions
of Nρ and Np in Equation (6). Multiplying Equation (52) by
γ(γ−1) brings us to our ﬁnal form for the perturbed energy
equation,
g g g¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢ = - ¢ + ¢r rk An A i N A N A . 55p p pv· ( )
11 Actually, by setting v = 0 at the outset, we have excluded the entropy vortex
mode (see Ibanez 2016 and Ibanez & Nunez 2018). In 1D simulations, this
mode is not relevant, of course, but it leads to rapid growth of vorticity in our
2D simulations (see Waters & Proga 2019).
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A.1. Dispersion Relation
Taking the dot product of Equation (51) with ¢k and then
using Equation (50) to substitute in for ¢k · ¢Av gives
¢
¢ = -
¢
¢r
A
A
n
k
. 56
p
2⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
Similarly, eliminating ¢k · ¢Av from Equation (55) also leads
to an expression for ¢Ap/ ¢rA ,
g¢
¢ =
¢ +
¢ +r r
A
A
n N
n N
. 57
p p ( )
By equating these, we arrive at the cubic dispersion relation,
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which is Equation (5) upon returning to dimensional units.
Using n=nR+inI, we can write the real and imaginary
parts of Equation (5) as
g
+ - +
+ + =
r r
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n N t u n N t w
n c N t c
3
0; 59
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where we have deﬁned u≡nR/k and w≡nI/k. When nI=0,
Equation (60) is trivially satisﬁed and Equation (59) reduces to
Equation (7). When ¹n 0I , Equation (19) follows by
combining Equations (59) and (60).
A.2. Analytic Solutions
Returning to our notation of denoting background values
with an “0” subscript, the time-dependent solutions according
to the plane wave ansatz is
r r r= + +
= +
= + +
x k x
x k x
x k x
t A n t i
t A n t i
p t p A n t i
, exp ,
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, exp , 61
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where A= ¢rA and Av≡k·A kv . By Equations (50) and (51)
in dimensional form, Av=i(n/k)A and Ap=−ρ0 (n/k)
2A.
Further substituting n=nR+inI, the analytic solutions
become
r r r
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The condensation mode solution quoted in Equation (11) is the
special case nI=0. On the other hand, isentropic sound wave
solutions follow by setting nR=0, in which case (ρ, v, p) all
vary in phase. Solutions with ¹n 0R and ¹n 0I describe
either damped or overstable acoustic modes, depending on the
sign of nR.
Appendix B
The Constraint r¶ ¶ > 0T( )
Here we formally show how the constraint r¶ ¶ > 0T( )
limits the cases of TI to rows 1, 5, and 6 in Figure 2, at least for
locations on the S-curve. Using the identity
r
r
¶
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¶
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we can rewrite this constraint in terms of Nρ and R to ﬁnd
g- > Lr

N R1 . 64
0
( ) ( )
In deriving this using Equations (6), we note that the Field
length canceled out, meaning that the inferences from this
bound hold regardless of the strength of thermal conduction.
Similar to our analysis of isentropic instability, there are two
cases to consider: Nρ<0 and Nρ>0. For the isochorically
stable case, we have
g g< -
L >
r
r

R
N
1
for N 0 . 650 ( ) ( )
The top row of Figure 2 is an R<0 regime, so this condition is
always satisﬁed unless the dynamical state of the ﬂow is above
the S-curve (in a net cooling regime with > 0) far enough to
make L > r N0 .
The constraint r¶ ¶ > 0T( ) is that compression leads to
cooling, so we would expect isentropic instability to be ruled
out. Indeed, the bottom row of the table in Figure 2 is an R>1
regime, while this constraint places an upper limit on R that is
equal to 3/5 for locations on the S-curve when γ=5/3. Only
below the S-curve in regions with sufﬁcient heating, namely for
L < - r N2 30 when γ=5/3, can acoustic modes be
overstable.
For the isochorically unstable case, inequality (64) places a
lower bound on R instead:
g g> +
L <
r
r

R
N
N
1
for 0 . 660
∣ ∣
( ) ( )
For locations on the S-curve, this bound is simply R>1/γ,
ruling out rows 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 2 when γ=5/3. It may
seem surprising that isochoric instabilty with R<0 (second
row of Figure 2) is ruled out. There is another way to reach this
conclusion: through the identity
r r
¶
¶ = -
¶
¶
¶
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 
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The right-hand side can be shown to have the same sign as
x¶ ¶r N Tlog log[ ( ) ( )] . Because Nρ<0, to satisfy r¶ ¶ T( )
> 0, it must be that x¶ ¶ <Tlog log 0[ ( ) ( )] , i.e., that the
slope of the S-curve in the [log(T), log(ξ)] plane is negative.
However, by Equation (27), this is impossible unless R>0.
The instances of TI in rows 2, 3, and 4 of Figure 2 can only
occur sufﬁciently below the S-curve in regions of net heating. For
example, accessing the regime in the third row of Figure 2,
where there are three unstable condensation modes at some
16
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wavelengths, would require - r  N0.8∣ ∣. Thermally driven
outﬂows can require the gas to occupy regions below the S-curve
(see the Compton-heated wind models recently computed by
Dyda et al. 2017). Thus, the doubly unstable regimes of Figure 2
are not necessarily inaccessible to dynamical ﬂows.
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